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Abstract
The jet lift G
 
of a matrix group G is isomorphic via a map that we give
explicitly to a semidirect product of G itself and a nilpotent group builded up
from the 	rst two prolongations of its Lie algebra Using this isomorphism we
write down the formulas for the most natural representations of G
 
 as well as
for one additional representation of the 
jet lift G

appearing when G is of 	nite
type 
 We apply these results to the case of the linear conformal group and
we point out the geometric implications of these representations
 Introduction
The rjet lift G
r
with r   N r   of a Lie subgroup G of the general





which preserve in an obvious sense and up to order r
the canonical Gstructure on R
n

The rjet lift of GLnR itself is the structure group of the principal rframe
bundle F
r
M over any ndimensional manifold M  and some of its properties
have been studied in this context  The second order frame bundle F

M
has been extensively studied and explicit expressions concerning the 
jet lift of
GLnR are well known see eg  A proper use of such expressions leads  to




For a proper Lie subgroup G of GLnR the group G
r
comes into play when
one deals with r  integrable Gstructures uniformly r  at in the
sense of 	 ie Gstructures P  LM having over each point of M  contact
of order r   with coordinate sections of the linear frame bundle LM let us
remember that integrable Gstructures are those admitting symmetric linear


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connections 
	 For each r  integrable Gstructure P  one can de	ne its
rjet lift P
r
as the set of rjets at    R
n
of local dieomorphisms of R
n
into





principal subbundle of F
r
M
Consider the Lie algebra g of G It may happen that the so called rprolonga
tion g
r
vanishes Remember that when g
r
  and g
r 
  one says that G









inherits some additional properties from the r   order mainly an
additional natural representation that it is in the background of the appearance




The pseudo orthogonal conformal group COnR is for n   of 	nite
type 








 A lot of work has been done in the study of 
jet lifts of conformal
structures in dimension   see eg  mainly by speci	c methods of the






 of integrable Gstructures P when G is of 	nite type 

and their relationships with Cartan connections when they exist Such treatment
needs an appropriate handling of the jet lift of a general matrix group To our
knowledge no explicit formulas are up to now available
In this paper we give Lemma a map which shows the isomorphism between
G
 
and a semidirect product of G itself and a nilpotent group builded up from
the 	rst two prolongations of the Lie algebra g of G This map allows us to write
down Theorem explicit formulas for the most natural representations of G
 
and
for the additional representation of G

appearing when G is of 	nite type 
 When
G is the linear conformal group COnR one can check that this additional
representation is the restriction to COnR

of the adjoint representation of
the full conformal group On 
RZ

 This last representation of COnR

controls the behaviour of conformal Cartan connections on the 










 be the set of dieomorphisms  between open
subsets of R
n








































g is a Lie group the
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becomes a global chart we denote by S
r






















n which can be explicitly computed by applying
the chain rule to the derivatives of the composition of functions The canonical
Lie group isomorphism G



















 v   R
n
g is a trivial G
r
n
principal bundle over R
n


























































the translation by v   R
n




















 will be understood in what
follows
 The rjet lift of a matrix group
Let G be a Lie subgroup of GLnR The canonical Gstructure GR
n
is the
subset of the linear frame bundle LR
n
























Every dieomorphism   U  R
n
 V  R
n
raises a principal bundle











	  l  j







The rjet lift G
r
of G is de	ned as the subset of G
r
n induced by those




 whose associated g takes 
I
into a local section
of LR
n
having r  order contact over    R
n
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 glnR with the element of
L
s



























is canonically isomorphic to G
Let us show up some algebraic properties of G
r

i For every   r























is nilpotent In particular G
rr 
r   is abelian











































is canonically isomorphic with the semidirect product G G
r










a  g  a
 


























however it does not split unless r  
 in which case both sequences are the same
orG
rr 








has no natural structure as a subgroup of G
r

By looking at curves in G
r
through the identity j
r

I it is easy to see 	 that













being the sprolongation of g de	ned as g

 g and for s  
as the vector space
g
s




     v
s
 
   g  v

























is isomorphic to the







   
r
























   

p
   











   

q
   






























 and the symmetrizer S is
given by  t   L
s
n and  v


















     v
s

It follows that the abelian group G
rr 











is a Lie group
isomorphism
Remarks






   
r





the restriction of   
r








   
r


















   
r 







   
r

 if and only
if either r  
 or g
r 
  trivial case





can be extended in a natural way to some kind




















































under   
r
 
 however the Jacobiidentity is ful	lled only then it becomes








   
r
 
 if and only
if either r   we get the a ne algebra R
n
g or the prolongation g
r
vanishes
Besides the adjoint representation G
r
has another natural representation let
us show how this one comes out















 v   R
n
 whose associated  takes 
I
into
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a local section of LR
n































 is a trivial G
r
principal bundle over R
n





 see section 

The canonical isomorphism G















































g 	  g
 
 it is not










 which depends in fact on j
r











































































































This representation of G
r
induces a representation a
g
r
























Let us consider what happens if g
r 


























jet lift of G
We now give a short review of the 
jet lift G

of a matrix group G The material
of this section is fairly well known although our description shows up the semidi
rect product structure of G

n so the outcoming formulas are not the usual ones

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via the map u

 to the vector group S






  I u





















where the product law in GLnR S
































































 g the isomor






























 we want to intro






















 t t 
 
     
    t





Note that if we call Q  HomGLnRGLL
r
n Qa  t  t
a
 and
q   HomglnR glL
r
n q  t t












 glnR it is easy to check the
following properties
i Both maps t  t
a
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v   v tv   
The case g























v   av aa
 








the bracket in the Lie algebra R
n
g
 The jet lift of G
In analogous way as we did for G

 we 	rst describe G
 
as a semidirect product
of G itself and a now nonabelian nilpotent group builded up on the 	rst two





of its Lie algebra g


















n   being the product law induced
by applying the chain rule to the derivatives of the composition of functions




  t  t













 it will be more convenient see the














 which establishes an
isomorphism between G
 




n   where  stands
for the product law
































 was given in section  In



















































































n   is given by






































































prevents this product to be a semidirect




n the group G

n has no natural structure as
a subgroup of G
 
n see the 	rst remark in section 







restriction an isomorphic image of G
 
in terms of G and the 	rst two prolonga
tions of g and this is a very interesting fact for computations
Lemma The group G
 
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As for G































































































































































 g  S

n




































































































































































Thus the algebraic condition for a matrix group G of being of 	nite type 

analytic property every GR
n
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
In particular let COnR with n   be the linear conformal group with
respect to some pseudo euclidean scalar product  in R
n
 as it is well known
COnR is of 	nite type 
 It thus follows that every conformal local dieo
morphism in R
n
  satis	es this condition as one immediately checks






 we get the following












































































































































































    GLR
n
 g  g

























































    glR
n
 g  g

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 fg  
a t  a t 








bracket in the Lie algebra R
n







































































i In the case g























ii When G  COnR the linear conformal group it is well known  that
COnR

is isomorphic to a Lie subgroup L

of the full conformal group


































with k   R

 b   OnR    R
n 
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    where
v w  vw  wv  v w
	


























   R    onR    R
n 

Moreover one sees very easily the isomorphism
R
n
 conR  conR











































































































for details see 
 Final comment
As we mentioned in the introduction we are interested in the relatonships between
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Gstructures when P is of 	nite type 
 The behaviour of such geometrical






 respectively Using such representations we have been able to prove
that given a Cartan connection on P

and a symmetric connection on P  a
distinguished connection on P

arises which is not the trivial prolongation of the
latter one in the conformal case the geodesics of that second order connection
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